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At Anatometal, not only do we take pride in everything we do,
but we believe in a quality product that will withstand the test of  time.

What does that mean to you as a consumer?

It means that we use only the best in materials: from
ASTM F-136 Titanium, ASTM F-138 Stainless Steel, Niobium and solid 
18k Gold, to the Swarovski™ gemstones that are hand-set in our designs.

When you wear Anatometal, you can rest assured knowing we stand
behind every single piece of  jewelry that leaves our shop here in

Santa Cruz, CA. Guaranteed for life, our body jewelry speaks for itself.

In this Fall edition of  our quarterly publication,
we are excited to share with you our newest designs.

Released during APP, our new jewelry is ready for you to customize!
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Side-set Nipple Hearts in solid 18k
yellow gold with Pink CZ gemstones

Side-set Nipple Hearts in solid 18k
rose gold with Black CZ gemstones
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Gemmed Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel
with silver Hearts A Plenty Inserts:

CZ and Pink CZ gemstones
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Princess Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel with
bronze Anchor Inserts: CZ, synthetic Blue Zircon,

Arctic Blue, and synthetic Sapphire gemstones
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Floating Stone Eyelets in ASTM F-138
stainless steel with silver Sabrina Overlays and 

Black CZ gemstones
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Front Facing Circular Barbell with
Captive Gem Cluster in ASTM F-136

titanium: Mint Green CZ and
synthetic Opal #32 gems
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Marquise Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel
with silver Water Lily Inserts: CZ gemstones
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Marquise Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel
with Hammered Copper Inserts:

CZ, Amber Yellow, and Brown CZ gemstones
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Birthstones
January -  Garnet - Characteristics of  Garnet include

consistency, endurance, creativity and patience.
Although Garnet is traditionally red in color, the stone ranges 

from a colorless hue to black but does not come in blue.

February - Amethyst - Meanings associated with Amethyst 
are sincerity, intuition and motivation. A member of  the Quartz 

family, Amethyst is thought to calm nerves and
emotions and provide mental clarity.

March  -  Aquamarine - Aquamarine depicts courage,
creativity, health, perception and hope. It is also associated with 

awareness and spiritual energy.

April - Diamond - Diamond symbolizes innocence, eternity, 
courage and health. The purest of  all the gemstones and the 
hardest substance known to man, Diamond has an ability to 
reflect light, which many believe increases personal clarity of  

the mind and body.

May - Emerald - Love, success, happiness and goodness are 
some of  the meanings associated with Emerald. Many believe 

that wearing an Emerald brings life, and heals both mental and 
emotional causes of  physical illness.

June -  Alexandrite - The meanings associated with
Alexandrite are joy, luck, courage and love. This rare gemstone 
helps to align the mental and emotional, and aids in spiritual 

transformation and regeneration.

July -  Ruby - Characteristics of  Ruby include nobility, love, 
contentment, enthusiasm and strength. Rubies are thought to 

open the heart and promote love, allowing joy
to come to those who wear it.

August -  Peridot - Success, peace, married happiness, luck 
and courage are associated with Peridot. A symbol of  a pure 
heart and mind, Peridot also stands for innocence and faith. 

September -  Sapphire - Sapphire symbolizes clear thinking, 
wisdom, serenity, purity and truth. Many believe that those who 
wear Sapphire are better able to distinguish between the mind 

and the spiritual self, enhancing mental clarity.

October -  Pink Tourmaline - Pink Tourmaline stands for 
love, peace and compassion. Tourmaline are used

to strengthen the body and spirit. 

November -  Topaz and Citrine - Courage, fidelity, wisdom 
and serenity are the characteristics associated with Topaz. 

These gems are also connected  with mental clarity and focus 
and many believe that those who wear them will experience a 
reduction in mood swings and worries. Citrine depicts energy, 

optimism and warmth. Citrine is believed to help the body 
release tension and increase flexibility.

December - Blue Zircon - Meanings associated with Blue 
Zircon are success, love, luck, happiness and prosperity. Zircons 

are thought to increase intuition, durability and steadiness.
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Gemstone Guide

Gemmed and Super Gemmed Eyelets

10ga - 8 stone - 1.5mm - n/a
8ga - 9 stones - 1.5mm - n/a
6ga - 9 stones  - 2mm - n/a
4ga - 10 stones - 2mm - n/a
2ga - 12 stones - 2mm - 5mm
0ga - 14 stones - 2mm - 7mm
00ga - 16 stones - 2mm - 8mm
7/16” - 18 stones - 2mm - 10mm
1/2” - 20 stones - 2mm - 11mm
9/16” - 24 stones - 2mm - 13mm
5/8” - 25 stones - 2mm - 14mm
11/16” - 27 stones - 2mm - n/a
3/4” - 30 stones - 2mm - 17mm
13/16” - 32 stones - 2mm - n/a
7/8” - 34 stones - 2mm - 20mm
15/16” - 36 stones - 2mm - n/a
1” - 25 stones - 3mm - 21mm
1 1/16” - 26 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 1/8” - 28 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 1/4” - 32 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 3/8” - 25 stones - 4mm - n/a
1 1/2” - 28 stones - 4mm - n/a
1 9/16” - 29 stones - 4mm - n/a
1 5/8” - 30 stones - 4mm - n/a
1 3/4” - 32 stones - 4mm - n/a
2” - 38 stones - 4mm - n/a
3” - 56 stones - 4mm - n/a

Princess and Super Princess Eyelets

0ga - 12 stones - 2mm - 7mm
00ga - 14 stones - 2mm - 8mm
7/16” - 16 stones - 2mm - 10 mm
1/2” - 18 stones - 2mm - 11mm
9/16” - 20 stones - 2mm - 13mm                                                
5/8” - 22 stones - 2mm - 14mm
3/4” - 26 stones - 2mm - 17mm
7/8” - 30 stones - 2mm - 20mm
1” - 22 stones - 3mm - 21mm
1 1/8” - 25 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 1/4” - 28 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 5/16” - 30 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 3/8” - 30 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 7/16” - 32 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 1/2” - 34 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 5/8” - 38 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 3/4” - 40 stones - 3mm - n/a

Teardrop and Super Teardrop Eyelets

7/16” - 22 stones - 1.5mm - 9mm
1/2” - 20 stones - 2mm - 9mm
9/16” - 22 stones - 2mm - 11mm
5/8” - 24 stones - 2mm - 12mm
3/4” - 30 stones - 2mm - 14mm
7/8” - 34 stones - 2mm - 17mm
1” - 24 stones - 3mm - 17mm
1 1/8” - 26 stones - 3mm - 20mm
1 1/4” - 30 stones - 3mm - 22mm
1 5/16” - 30 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 3/8” - 32 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 1/2” - 36 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 9/16” - 36 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 5/8” - 38 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 3/4” - 42 stones - 3mm - n/a
2” - 48 stones - 3mm - n/a

Ellipse and Super Ellipse Eyelets 

5/8” - 22 stones - 2mm - 10mm
3/4” - 30 stones - 2mm - 14mm
7/8” - 34 stones - 2mm - 17mm
15/16” - 36 stones - 2mm - 21mm
1” - 24 stones - 3mm - 17mm
1 1/8” - 28 stones - 3mm - 21mm
1 1/4” - 30 stones - 3mm - 22mm
1 1/2” - 38 stones - 3mm - n/a
1 5/8” - 40 stones - 3mm - n/a
2” - 50 stones - 3mm - n/a

Key: Eyelet Size - Stone Count - Stone Size, Outer - Stone Size, Center

Birthstones
July -  Ruby - Characteristics of  Ruby include nobility, love, 
contentment, enthusiasm and strength. Rubies are thought to 

open the heart and promote love, allowing joy
to come to those who wear it.

August -  Peridot - Success, peace, married happiness, luck 
and courage are associated with Peridot. A symbol of  a pure 
heart and mind, Peridot also stands for innocence and faith. 

September -  Sapphire - Sapphire symbolizes clear thinking, 
wisdom, serenity, purity and truth. Many believe that those who 
wear Sapphire are better able to distinguish between the mind 

and the spiritual self, enhancing mental clarity.

October -  Pink Tourmaline - Pink Tourmaline stands for 
love, peace and compassion. Tourmaline are used

to strengthen the body and spirit. 

November -  Topaz and Citrine - Courage, fidelity, wisdom 
and serenity are the characteristics associated with Topaz. 

These gems are also connected  with mental clarity and focus 
and many believe that those who wear them will experience a 
reduction in mood swings and worries. Citrine depicts energy, 

optimism and warmth. Citrine is believed to help the body 
release tension and increase flexibility.

December - Blue Zircon - Meanings associated with Blue 
Zircon are success, love, luck, happiness and prosperity. Zircons 

are thought to increase intuition, durability and steadiness.
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The team at Anatometal is proud and excited to present
our new Sabrina collection. We have named our newest line after one
of  our long time clients, Saint Sabrina’s in Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

 Sabrina Overlays are available in cast silver, bronze, and
solid 18K gold (white, yellow or rose), and can be added to any

of  our ASTM F-138 stainless steel eyelets or cast in solid 18k gold.
Threaded Sabrina Ends are cast in solid 18k gold (yellow, white or rose), 
and can be set with any of  our brilliant-cut and cabochon-cut gemstones.
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 A gemstone or gem, also called a precious or semi-precious stone, a fine gem, or jewel, is a piece of  
mineral, which in cut and polished form, is used to make jewelry or other adornments. There are also certain 
rocks such as lapis lazuli and organic materials like amber, which are not minerals, but are still often
considered to be gemstones. Most gemstones are hard, but some soft minerals are used in jewelry because of  
their luster or other physical properties that have aesthetic value. Rarity is another characteristic that lends value 
to a stone.

Genuine Gemstones VS. Synthetic Gemstones

 The traditional classification in 
the West, which goes back to the Ancient 
Greeks, begins with a distinction between 
precious and semi-precious stones. In 
modern usage the precious stones are
diamond, ruby, sapphire and emerald, 
with all other gemstones being
semi-precious. This distinction reflects the 
rarity of  the respective stones in ancient 
times, as well as their quality: all are
translucent with fine color in their purest 
forms, except for the colorless diamond. 
Other stones are classified by their color, 
translucency and hardness. The traditional 
distinction does not necessarily reflect 
modern values, for example, while garnets 
are relatively inexpensive, a green garnet 
called Tsavorite, can be far more
valuable than a mid-quality emerald, 
which can be more valuable than a 
diamond.

Use of  the terms ‘precious’ and ‘semi-precious’ in a commercial context can be misleading in that it
deceptively implies certain stones are intrinsically more valuable than others, which is not the case.

 In modern times gemstones are identified by gemologists, 
who describe gems and their characteristics using technical
terminology specific to the field of  gemology. The first characteristic 
used to identify a gemstone is its chemical composition. For example, 
diamonds are made of  carbon, and rubies of  aluminium oxide. Next, 
many gems are crystals which are classified by their crystal system such 
as cubic, trigonal or monoclinic. Another term used is habit; the form 
the gem is usually found in. Diamonds for example, which have a cubic 
crystal system, are often found as octahedrons.

 Gemstones are classified into different groups, and varieties. 
Ruby is the red variety of  the species corundum, while any other color 
of  corundum is considered sapphire. Emerald, aquamarine, red beryl, 
goshenite, heliodor, and morganite are all varieties of  the mineral group 
beryl. Gems are also characterized in terms of  refractive index, disper-
sion, specific gravity, hardness, cleavage, fracture, and luster. They may 
exhibit pleochroism or double refraction. They may have luminescence 
and a distinctive absorption spectrum. Material or flaws within a stone 
may be present as inclusions.

 Gemstones are often treated to enhance the color or clarity of  
the stone. Depending on the type and extent of  treatment, said
treatment can affect the value of  the stone. Some treatments are used 
widely because the resulting gem is stable, while others are not accepted
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most commonly because the gem color is unstable and may revert to the original tone. While these treatments 
are often applied to gemstones to amplify their beauty, it on no way makes these stones any less genuine.

 Lab created, synthetic gemstones are
Identical to natural gemstones in almost every way. 
This means they have the same basic crystal
structure, refractive index, specific gravity,
chemical composition, colors, and other
characteristics. Diamonds, ruby, sapphires and
emeralds have been manufactured in labs to
possess identical chemical and physical characteristics 
to the naturally occurring variety. Lab-created stones 
however, tend to have a more vivid color to them, as 
impurities are not present in a lab and do not modify 
the clarity or color of  the stone.

  Since the same gemological tests are used for stone identification on both natural and synthetic gems, 
it is sometimes possible for a gemologist to be puzzled as to whether or not a stone is natural or synthetic. When 
this occurs, the best course of  action is to send the stone to an accredited gem laboratory, like the Gemological
Institute of  America. They can positively determine whether a stone is synthetic or naturally occurring. Only 
minor internal characteristics allow separation of  a synthetic gemstone from a natural gemstone. 

 Finally, there are also imitation gemstones. For 
example, cubic zirconia is a diamond simulant composed 
of  zirconium oxide. Moissanite, also an imitation stone, is 
another example. The imitations copy the look and color 
of  the real stone but possess neither their chemical nor 
physical characteristics. Moissanite actually has a higher 
refractive index than diamond does and when presented 
beside an equivalently sized and cut diamond, will have 
more “fire” than the genuine stone. Imitation stones can
really be made out of  anything. A blue piece of  glass could 
be an imitation sapphire. A variety of  blue synthetic
forsterite is an excellent imitation for tanzanite, but
chemically, it’s composition is much closer to the yellowish 
green peridot. Another classic example is the “alexandrite” 
set in many jewelry pieces is actually a variety of  vanadium 
colored synthetic sapphire. 
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Sabrina Threaded Ends are cast in solid 18k gold 
(white, yellow, or rose), and are available with

1.5mm or 2mm gemstones.
Based around clusters of  three balls,

choose how simple or complex you want your 
threaded end to be.
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Sinflower Eyelets in ASTM F-138
stainless steel with silver Sinflower Fronts: 

synthetic Opal #17 gems
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Super Teardrop Eyelets with prong-set gem in
ASTM F-136 titanium: Black CZ, synthetic Citrine,

and synthetic Tangerine gemstones!
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Super Teardrop Eyelets with prong-set gem in
ASTM F-136 titanium: Black CZ, synthetic Citrine,

and synthetic Tangerine gemstones!

Single Stone Eyelets in ASTM F-136 titanium,
anodized copper with Gem Clusters: CZ gemstones
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Gemmed Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel
with silver Turbine Inserts: Black CZ gemstones
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Gemmed Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel
with silver Star of  David Inserts:
synthetic Amethyst gemstones
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Standard Eyelets in ASTM F-138 stainless steel
with bronze Anchor Inserts

Teardrop Gemmed Eyelets in ASTM F-138
stainless steel with bronze Anchor Inserts:

Amber Yellow gemstones 
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Gemmed Eyelets in ASTM F-138
stainless steel with bronze

Anchor Inserts: 
Arctic Blue CZ gemstones
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With our new Multi-threaded Gem Ends, there are a variety 
of  ways to position the threads

and the number of  threads is also adjustable, making this 
jewelry design super customizable! 
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Teardrop Gem Eyelets in ASTM F-138
stainless steel with Hammered Silver Inserts:

Black CZ, CZ, Arctic Blue,
and synthetic Sapphire gemstones
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